Take Note

4x4 Laced Edged Fabric Bookmarks

To further decorate and personalize:
add tassels, ribbons, seed beads, pearl beads or hot fix crystals.
Designs copyright FromTheNeedleOfAnne
Anne Chesser 2013
http://www.oregonpatchworks.com/collections.php?id=FTNOA
If you have any questions, feel free to ask. Purchasing my design sets allows
you to use these items for personal use or on finished items for sale. The
designs, samples or images may not be sold, shared, given away or posted on
any other site. You are always welcome to send your project photos to
anne@fromtheneedleofanne.com
Thank you!

Set Information and recommendations:
Please read entirely before beginning and then make your own choices.
Testing:
Designs were created with Embird
An EDR file is a color palette for Embird users, it is unnecessary for other
softwares, otherwise please refer to color chart included.
Testing sewn on Janome 350/Pfaff C4
Fabrics:
Stabilizer used: 2 layers of WSS (WSS aka: Wash n’ Gone, Vilene, H2o etc)
Fabric: Testing Linen fabric, other fabrics are suitable as well.
Threads:
40 weight embroidery thread used in the upper, bobbin thread used in the
bobbin.
Colored thread colors- Use same color in bobbin for best results
Needle:
12 point sharp needle.
Design Information: 4x4 sizing.
Designs have been rotated to fit with the 4x4 hoop.
To straighten:
Horizontally: rotate 45 degrees
Vertically:
rotate -45 degrees.
Combining designs into a larger hoop, max 2 suggested.
See Embroidery Instructions Below.

Design Stitch Outs

Design Instructions
Begin by hooping 2 layers of WSS.

(WSS aka: Wash n’ Gone, Vilene, H2o etc).

Begin embroidery with the first color
for the majority of the lace portion.
(Shown.)

After the 1st color has been stitched,
remove the hoop to add fabric, do not
unhoop.
Pin fabric in place on top of the WSS,
keeping those pins out of the way of
the sewing area.
Sew the 2nd stitch to tack the fabric to
the design.
After the 2nd stitch has been sewn, the
tack down zigzag, remove the hoop to
trim the excess fabric from around the
outlined area being very careful not to
cut through the laces and candlewicks.
(Designer’s TIP: For this design, you
can trim the front fabric at a later time.
Wait until after the backing fabric has
been added and that portion is ready
to be trimmed, you can do them both
at the same time!)
Continue sewing the remainder of the
design in any colors you choose until
you come to the 2nd to last stitch.
The 2nd to last stitch will allow you to
add a backing fabric to cover the back
stitches nicely. Place your fabric
behind your work, pinning from the
topside.

Sew the 2nd to last stitch to tack all
fabric layers together.
Once again, after that is finished,
remove your hoop to trim the excess
fabrics from around the design.
Replace hoop and sew the final
outlining stitches to complete this
process.
Soak your design in water to remove
all the wss, rinsing well and then
allowing it to air dry.
After it has dried and if needed, iron
carefully from the backside.
The design is now ready for final
decorations and your personalization.
Tuck your bookmark into a card for a
thoughtful gift!

Other Similar Laces you may like!

LittleLaces1
ItemFTNOA003

LaceyLaces
ItemFTNOA0245s patterns

Other similar techniques you may like!

Doilies and Laces 1, 2,3 & 4
Items FTNOA0216 through 0219

LaceLets Doilies or Coasters
Items FTNOA085, FTNOA086, FTNOA087, FTNOA088

Enjoy creating your special gift projects!
Anne

